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Peace is a good and nice name, it like Allah and his Messenger Mohammad (P.BO.H). It is
mentioned several times by Allah in holly Quran. Meanwhile pace is an important and big
Godsend and gift of Allah in the earth, and human much more need to peace.
First of all peace for Afghans, secondly for our all neighborhoods and third for whole region and
word, peace is very necessary and needy for all human,
If there is no peace in the heart of Asia (Afghanistan), the neighborhood countries and world
would be also worry and anxiety due to challenges and problems in Afghanistan, and
Afghanistan is a member of the world.
When we are thinking about peace it is automatically coming in the mind that there is a big
challenge and problem which is need to peace and solution. For such kind of the problems we
have two ways/options, and it is belong to the related parties to using power or negotiation.
In our country unfortunately the powers pull and by advanced technology well equipped side
rather power and fight instead of negotiation, which don’t has positive achievement exception
bloodshed, destroying and creating enmity.
Since 11 years the power full side doing continuing the above un reasonable fight and cruelly
strategy, in the mentioned fight more than One Hundred and Fifty Thousand innocent Afghans
are martyred, several villages are destroyed and innumerable/countless afghans are expelled and
displaced.
however with their stubbornness and using of the too much power, Killed their soldiers in the
fight and wasting several Billion Dollars they can’t to capture and take under control an
independent country, and they recognized their failing and unsuccessful, so the time is to take up
the second way (Peace), which is the only way for the solutions of the problems.
In my opinion if present foreigner and unwanted forces and Kabul administration really want to
solve the problem, they will know and analyses the fundamental causes/reasons of the issue,
when the know and identify the real reason and illness, after that will look for a medicine, if they
can’t completely indentify this illness, it would be difficult to solve the problem by unknown
medicine and un reasonable strategy.
In Afghanistan and region required two types of the peace, the first one should be urgent and
immediately peace, which will stop fight and bloodshed.
For the mentioned pace it is necessary to change war strategy on politic strategy, and look for the
political solutions. I am sure if come changes in the strategy, we can find a solution of the issue.
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This is my understanding that many people, deferent Governments and fight relative parties
know that it is difficult to have success in the fight and get the goal, the way of fight is thorny,
fight is enraged and it take to much time, the situation getting worse day to day.
If there is the fight strategy, what does mean of the peace? And no need to talk about peace, and
will not come peace with continuation of the fight.
If any fight relative party thinking that the can win war by force and army pressure and rather to
fight instead of peace, in such kind of situation peace talk is waste of the time and cheat of the
people.
If the fight strategy is replaced by peace strategy, on that time we can develop and find other
ways and strategies to have positive progress. Also we can solve the problems diplomatically, to
know the right of the people and mutual respect.
This would be temporary solution of the issue, Bcz there is long time fight and everything are
depraved, economic system is badly damaged, economic resource are destroyed, water and
energy, agriculture, livestock and industries are destroyed and need to renew and reconstruct, it
will do by strong government to make a proper economic mechanism and implement economic
projects.
It is strongly recommended that will not repeat the mistake which happened after the withdrawal
of the soviet Russian forces from Afghanistan, during the Russian occupying time houses,
villages, Canals, industries and everything were destroyed, there was only name of the
government, in fact there was not government system in the country, when the communist
regime off, the rest things sold and used in internal fight. If international committee prevent from
such kind of mistake, it would be a foundation for the permanent and actual peace.
Second kind of the peace is an actual and permanent peace in the country and region; it need too
much work, there are too many common and shared cultural things among the neighborhood
countries, also making of the confidential and reliable situation is necessary for this kind of
peace.
If we study history of the world, all the time there was a problem in a part of the world, and we
will not see a world without problems in the future, and will not see a world that everything
would be under control of the one specific country or one race and going on everything normal
without problems, it is impassable.
We will know that will not solve a problem by force stubbornness, and will find a proper and
common way and solution of the issue.
I don’t believe that there are very strange and unfathomable problems in the world, which don’t
have possibility of the solution, also the problems are not such sample which will be solve just
by talking.
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Solution of the problems needs deeply thinking and proper strategy with sincerity action, in fact
creating of Pakistan between India and Afghanistan was demand of that time empire, that how it
did, it is belong to that time, but problem is remain intentionally, still it is using some time
legally and sometime illegally, back of the curtain there are working many hands.
Some countries in the region trying to get much more role for themselves, it is another problem
that we can’t forget it, another side there are neighborhood countries they trying and to get with
their legal rights some other illegal greed, for all of such kind problems and anxieties it better to
have a understanding on the region level.
Political stability and peace in the region is very important and it will affect economic system
and politician in the region and it would be good for the resident of the region.
To have a good achievement and to get the goal, need concrete strategy, on my understanding
need some steeps:
1- Trustable and confidential situation: if there is no trustable and confidential situation
there will be not a way for the dialog, for the progress and success of the dialog below
points are necessary to Kabul Administration and foreigner forces:
a. America and collation forces should inform Afghan community that their
forces/militant will not remain in Afghanistan under any name, and finish the
occupying strategy, it is fundamental problem, if not solve, there will be no
progress for other relative problems.
b. If they are really accepting the first step, for second step, it is important to made
three addresses, the Kabul Administration, which is already done, for relative
collation force, which are separated and scattered and the resistance, Opposition,
which doesn’t has yet.
c. In the media will use politely and peaceful language not enemy language.
d. The problems which are mentioned and preventing the peace process
(condemnation & exclude) will be removed.
e. The Kabul administration will prepare by assistance of the devoted Afghans and
with close consultation of the resistance, Opposition a strategy which would be
acceptable to all Afghans, still we don’t have such kind of strategy, if there is any
one, it is not acceptable for all.
f. The foreigner prisons everywhere under any name and title will be closed, the
prisoners will be released or transfer to Afghanistan, also those prisoners which
are leaving in different prisoners, will be accepted as political prisoners under the
political prisoners’ law.
As I know the situation of Afghanistan and region and as my understanding regarding the issue,
there is no any problem between nations, all nations want to be cooperative and have peaceful
life. In the region thousands years ago mentioned nations have quiet peaceful life, the tribes
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know better about the tribal structure, they were there and presently leaving in the region, and
would be in the region, the problem is between politician and authority of the governments,
which are not representing the region and tribe, but getting benefit from the region and tribes
under different name and titles, the non wanted guests (occupying forces) who are too far from
the region also getting benefit from such kind of problems.
In the view of issue that have can politician and government authority solve the problem and the
international world player have can solve permanently the problem, they should have some
positive changes, and will try to have economic development.
Such kind of the changes and economic progress will make positive changes and made common
shares between communities and governments, as an example, for the wide economic
competition will be increased economic project and business, due to increasing of the business
and economic extension the diplomatic relation will be increase, the diplomatic relation will get
better day to day, this diplomatic progress will made positive changes and respect to each other,
and will increase to meet each other, it will decrease distance between the nations, and will come
positive changes in the transit and visa, if we can to develop and have good economic system,
and make a social economic environment, it will effect directly security and political situation,
also we will find much more such kind of the common sharing.
The second changes will come in Government structures and political strategies, mutual respect
to each other and no intervention in the interior affaires; presently we have this problem in the
region and international level in the world, due to such kind of strategies the security getting
worse and coming mistrusted and un-confidence situation in the region.
If any country trying to intervene in the interior affairs of another country, it will not be
unresponsive, even if it doesn’t has well economic system and well developed political system, if
there is no mutual respect and political balance between the countries in the region, so it will be
very dangerous and negative.
It is mentioned If we can to bring such kind positive and real changes, it will effect positively the
security and economic system, and it will effect permanent peace in the region, and will prevent
those countries and persons who intentionally want to make the region unsecure for their own
benefits, and wants to take untoward advantage from the indigent of the people.

Best Regards,
Abdul Salam Zaeef
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